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These fine-quality tear-out wrapping sheets feature twelve traditional Asian prints, suitable for craft

projects as well as for gift wrapping. An introduction details the history and meaning behind the

designs Tuttle Gift Wrapping Papers are an excellent valueâ€”a fraction of the price of a single sheet

of gift wrap paper from stationery shops Each sheets is removable by tearing along a perforated line

There are twelve sheets with six different patterns in each book
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Criticism > Criticism

"The paper comes as a book with the sheets folded and perforated for ease to remove them. Each

book comes with twelve 18-inch by 24-inch sheetsâ€¦These are quality papers and I love how they

give you a bit of the history of the special fabrics from Asia." â€”Crafty Moms Share blog"These

premium wrapping papers are so beautiful and artistic that I knew our loved ones would feel very

special receiving presents wrapped with them." â€”AllDoneMonkey.com"Asian style papers can add

a beautiful and distinctive look to your wrapping projects. This gift wrap will also add elegance to

your papercraft cards, gifts, home decor and scrapbooking projects." â€”About.com

This is such beautiful paper. I wrapped presents today with it, and all my sons (!) commented on

how attractive the presents were. (That NEVER happens!). All the sheets of paper come in a

tear-out pad. Each sheet, once torn out, unfolds and opens to 4 x its size in the pad. In the front of

the pad is a page that gives lots of ideas for using the wrapping paper in very artistic ways.



I don't need to wrap presents often, so having this organized way of delivering them is a big help.

There is an excellent selection of patterns, which I love. I just sent a couple of gifts to a relative

wrapped in the Japanese blue prints. Easy to use, and they made the gifts seem just that little extra

bit special.

This book of wrapping paper is so clever and beautiful I don't ever want to buy wrapping paper on a

roll again! The way the paper is folded and tucked away neatly into book form is pure genius as it

will fit on a book shelf and not take up much room at all. The designs on each sheet are gorgeous. I

love this paper!! I wrapped birthday gifts using thee different pages from the book and the packages

looked gorgeous. The thickness of the paper and the color saturation make this gift wrap look like I

wrapped presents using works of art. I made bows and ribbons out of strips of paper from other

pages so there would be contrast and the gifts looked beautiful. I am ordering more! Get some, play

with it, have fun.

It comes like a book, with a sturdy cardboard in the middle so it was kept safe. Perforated, easy to

tear out. Quality is VERY nice for the price. Thick enough to know the person ripping it apart will be

impressed! So many things you can do with this and so many amazing prints.

My entire life, I have wrapped presents in the same, boring paper. I have wrapped birthday presents

with Christmas wrapping paper, and have used that same paper to wrap presents several years

later. No more!This wrapping paper is beautiful, with exquisite designs that many would say

resemble patterns found on origami sheets. While there are only twelve pieces of paper, it should be

noted that each sheet folds out into a much larger sheet. While this paper is not great for boxes, it is

perfect for wrapping books, and other smaller items. It feels sturdy, unlike the typical flimsy paper

that is likely sitting in your closet, and has a glossy finish, thus a high quality feel. I would highly

recommend this for anyone looking to wrap a smaller gift. This product is absolutely worth the

higher than average cost.

Beautiful papers! I love using flat wrap because it is just easier to work with than rolls. The lovely

and exquisite quality is an incredible bonus. This wrap makes the presentation of a gift truly

impressive. I can't say enough good about this -- I am SO glad I found it!



These are gorgeous. Not only can you wrap impressive presents, you can also line drawers,

cabinets, bookcovers with this richly printed paper. It is heavy weight but still creases very efficiently

and sharply. Presentation in the bound covers is really lovely enough for giving the paper as a gift.

A bit too thin to wrap a book without being able to see the book's title. Nice patterns, but too

expensive to have to double wrap.
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